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Abstract

A number of recent developments in multi-level cross section work are
described. A new iteration scheme for the conversion of Reich-Moore reso
nance parameters to Kapur-Peierls parameters allows application of Turing's
method for Gaussian broadening of meromorphic functions directly to multi
level cross section expressions, without recourse to the Voigt profiles
~ and X. This makes calculation of Doppler-broadened Reich-Moore and MLBW
cross sections practically as fast as SLBW and Adler-Adler cross section
calculations involving the Voigt profiles. A convenient distant-level
treatment utilizing average resonance parameters is presented. Apart from
effectively dealing with edge effects in resonance fitting work it also
leads to a simple prescription for the determination of bound levels which
reproduce the thermal cross sections correctly. Abrief discussion of im
proved resonance shape fitting techniques is included, with emphasis on
the importance of correlated errors and proper use of prior information
by application of Bayes' theorem.

Neue Techniken für Berechnung und Anpassung von Vielniveau-Wirkungs

querschnitten

Zusammenfassung

Einige neuentwickelte Methoden für die Arbeit mit Vielniveau-Wirkungsquer
schnitten werden beschrieben. Ein neues Iterationsschema für die Umwandlung
von Reich-Moore- in Kapur-Peierls-Resonanzparameter ermöglicht Anwendung
des Turing-Verfahrens für die Gauß-Verbreiterung meromorpher Funktionen
direkt auf Vielniveau-Querschnittsausdrücke, ohne Umweg über die Voigt
Profile ~ und X. Dies macht die Berechnung von Doppler-verbreiterten Reich
Moore- und MLBW-Querschnitten praktisch ebenso schnell wie SLBW- und Adler
Adler-Querschnittsberechnungen mit den Voigt-Profilen. Eine bequeme Beschrei
bung der sog. fernen Niveaus mit Hilfe gemittelter Resonanzparameter wird
angegeben. Außer wirksamer Beseitigung von Randeffekten bei Resonanzan
passungen liefert sie eine einfache Vorschrift für die Festlegung gebundener
Niveaus zur korrekten Wiedergabe der thermischen Querschnitte. Eine kurze
Diskussion verbesserter Verfahren zur Formanalyse von Resonanzen ist bei
gefügt, mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Bedeutung korrelierter Unsicher
heiten und der zweckmäßigsten Verwertung von a-priori-Information mit Hilfe
des Satzes von Bayes.
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NEW TECHNIQUES FOR MULTI-LEVEL CROSS SECTION
CALCULATION AND FITTING

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern techniques for resonance cross section calculations
were reviewed in [I] and in G. Hale's contribution to this confer
ence [2J. Important new developments since the publication of [I]
concerning (I) Doppler-broadening of Reich-Moore and multi-level
Breit-Wigner (MLBW) cross sections, (2) treatment of distant lev
els, (3) treatment of bound levels, (4) improvement of convention
al least-squares shape analysis by inclusion of correlated errors
and prior information via Bayes' theorem are presented in what
folIows.

This paper was prepared for the Conference on Nuclear Data

Evaluation Methods and Procedures, Brookhaven National Laboratory,

September 22 - 25, 1980
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2. WIGNER-EISENBUD AND KAPUR-PEIERLS PARAMETERS

Resonance theory gives the weIl known relation between the
partial cross sections 0cc' and the collision matrix (S-matrix)
elements Ucc ' (see [lJ)

(1)

where the subscripts c,c' denote entrance and exit channel, re
spectively, and gc is the spin factor. The collision matrix is
symmetric because the nuclear hamiltonian is invariant under time
reversal, and unitary because the probabilities for transitions
into the various exit channels must add up to unity. Utilizing the
unitarity of U one can express the total cross section 0c as a
linear function of Ucc "

0c = I 0cc' = 2TI~2g (1 - Re U ).
c' c c cc

(2)

Therefore the simplest expressions are always obtained for
the total cross section whereas the expressions for the elastic
scattering cross section 0cc are always most complicated due to
the Kronecker symbol occ' in Eq. (1). It is therefore often more
convenient to calculate 0cc as the difference between oe and the
other partial cross sections than from Eq. (1). Wigner and
Eisenbud [3J showed that for nuclear reactions with two collision
partners in each channel the collision matrix can be expressed in
terms of the resonance parameter matrix R,

Ucc '

Rce'

(3)

(4)

Alternatively one can write U ~n terms of the level matrix A [4J,

Uce'

(A- 1)
All

(5)

(6)

where LO (L -B)o r
cc' C c ce (S -B +iP)o ,; r l

/
2= Y, 12P

c c c ce AC AC C
(7) (8)
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The boundary parameters Bc are arbitrary. They are prescribed
values of the logarithmic derivatives of radial eigenfunctions at
the channel radius ac. For rc > ac the nuclear interaction must
be negligible, i.e. ac must be large enough but otherwise it is
arbitrary. Both a c and Bc occur in boundary conditions which, to
gether with the Schrödinger equation, define the radial eigen
functions for r c ~ ac and the eigenvalues EA. The width amplitudes
YAC are essentially the values of these eigenfunctions at r c = ac '
The EA and YAc can be calculated only for simple models such as
the shell model or the optical model (cf. e.g. [IJ) but normally
they are just fit parameters, available for parametrization of the
crosssections. The hard-sphere phase shifts ~c and the logarithmic
derivatives Lc ' on the other hand, can be calculated from the
known outgoing wave functions 0c(rc ) for the external region
(rc ~ a c)'

L
c

0' (il )
C C

a c 0 (a )
c c

arg 0 (a )
c c

Im 0 (a )
c c

- arc tan Re 0 (a )
c c

(9)

(10)

For neutral projectiles the 0c are proportional to the Hankel
functions hi2) of the second kind,

o (r )
c c

ik r h~2)(k r )
c c '" c c

for k r »h (Q,+ I) ) ,
c c

(I I )

where k
c

I/x. The properties of the Hankel functions yield
c

(k a ) 2
L ik a ip LQ, -Q, - c c

(12)=
0 c c 0 LQ,_I-Q,

q> k a q>Q, = q>Q,-1 - arg(LQ,_I-Q,)· (13)
0 c c

The energy dependence of L
O

for photon and fission channels
can usually be neglected. The t~o main versions of the R-matrix
formalism differ only by the choice of Bc : The Wigner-Eisenbud
version [3J is obtained if Bc is chosen as real and constant. The
resonance parameters EA, YAC are then also real and constant, and
all energy dependences (of Rcc ', Lg, ~c) can be calculated explic
itly. The simplest expressions are obtained with the choice
Bc = Sc for the photon and fission channels and Bc = -Q, for elas
tic and inelastic scattering channels. If a c is taken as small as
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possible, i.e. just outside the nuclear interaction sphere, the
eigenvalues EA coincide essentially with the cross section peaks.
The explicitly known energy dependences make the Wigner-Eisenbud
version very convenient for most purposes. A certain problem, how
ever, is the required inversion of either a channel matrix,
(I-RLO)-I, or a level matrix, A-I, both of which have very high
(strictly speaking infinitely high) rank.

The Kapur-Peierls version [sJ is obtained if one puts Bc=Lc '
This eliminates the matrix inversion problem, since I-RLo = I, but
causes the boundary conditions to be energy dependent so that one
has different eigenvalues and -functions for each energy. In other
words the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues depend on energy and this
energy dependence is specified only indirectly via the boundary
conditions. Nevertheless formulae of the Kapur-Peierls type are
useful in narrow energy ranges, i.e. for Doppler broadening calcu
lations. We shall write the complex, E-dependent Kapur-Peierls
resonance parameters as CA' gAC in order to distinguish them from
the real, constant Wigner - Eisenbud parameters EA, YAc' The Kapur
Peierls collision matrix,

ucc' ) , (14 )

contains, in contrast to Eqs. (3) and (5), a simple sum over lev
els, with complex partial width amplitudes CI / 2 defined by

Ac

(15)

(compare Eq. (8)).

3. THE PRACTICALLY IMPORTANT MULTI-LEVEL APPROXIMATIONS

For parametrization and evaluation of nuclear resonance cross
sections three approximations are available,

- the multi-level Breit-Wigner (MLBW) approximation,
- the Adler-Adler approximation,

the Reich-Moore approximation.

The MLBW approximation is the least, the Reich-Moore approxi
mation the most accurate of these. A convenient starting point for
their discussion is the inverse level matrix, Eq. (6), with real
and constant (Wigner-Eisenbud) EA and YAC '

3.1 The Reich-Moore Approximation

Usually many photon channels contribute to the sum in Eq. (6).
Their YAC have practically random signs, therefore the off-diago-
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nal sums (A +~) tend to be much smaller than the diagonal sums
(A = ~). Their omission causes thus only little error. Following
Reich and Moore [6J we can therefore write

(16)

Choosing Bc = Sc for photon ch:ll1ncls (0:: const as mentioned
before) one gets

(A-I)
A~

I La
J" YAC cY~c

c'fY
(17)

This
"reduced"
placed by

inverse level matrix can be considered as derived from a
R-matrix with the photon channels eliminated and EA re
EA-if A/2,

Rcc'
(18)

All partial cross sections except that for radiative capture
can then be calculated from Eqs. (I) and (3) with the reduced R
matrix instead of the full R-matrix (4). Matrix inversion is no
langer a problem for the overwhelming majority of practically im
portant cases: The reduced R-matrix is of rank 1 (an R-function)
for all non-fissile nuclei below the lowest inelastic-scattering
threshold, and of low rank if few inelastic-scattering or fission
channels are open.

This Reich-Moore approximation is exact in the limit of one
level or one photon channel (ar none) and otherwise it is very
accurate. Its non-reduced collision matrix can be considered uni
tary, and the cross section for radiative capture can either be
calculated as the difference

o
cY

o
c I 0 ce '

C'EY
(19)

or from the non-reduced collision matrix with the approximation
(16) as

ocy

2
TI*" g

C C E -E-ir /2·
A AY

2

(20)

Eq. (20) is the generalization of an expression given for s
wave capture by Harris [7J. The Reich-Moore approximation is very
flexible in the sense that a few photon channels, for instance
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those with untypically large transition strengths, can be re
tained and treated explicitly together with the non-photonic chan
nels while the other photon channels are eliminated (cf. [SJ).
Finally it should be noted that light nuclei are usually treated
with phase shift or R-function formulae which can be considered
as Reich-Moore formulae for zero radiation width [I].

In spite of these attractive features Reich-Moore parameters
were banned from ENDF. One reason may have been the rather ob
scure description of the Reich-Moore formalism in [9] which makes
it look very complicated to the uninitiated. The main reason,
however, were the difficulties encountered when Reich-Moore cross
sections have to be Doppler broadened. These difficulties no
longer exist as explained below.

3.2 The MLBW Approximation

If the off-diagonal elements of the inverse level matrix are
neglected altogether (and not just their photon channel components
as in the Reich-Moore approximation),

I L
O

Y;\c C Y1JC ~
c

(21)

inversion of A- I becomes trivial. One obtains the MLBW apprOX1ma
tion, with

ucc' e - i (<Pc+<P c ') (
~ 0 ,+i

cc
(22)

This collision matrix is not unitary except in the special
case of a single level (single-level Breit-Wigner approximation,
SLBW). It therefore tends to yield non-physical cross sections
(ac > 4TI~2gc) wherever levels overlap strongly (see Fig. I). For
mild level overlap the MLBW approximation is quite acceptable,
however. In any case it is much better than the popular but often
very bad approximation, sometimes termed "many-Ievel Breit-Wigner"
approximation, which results if cross sections are calculated
simply as sums of SLBW terms (plus potential scattering terms in
0c and 0cc).

In the ENDF format the MLBW approximation is admitted only
for elastic scattering. All other partial cross sections are taken
as sums over SLBW terms, and the total cross section isthe sum of
these and the elastic-scattering cross section. Although this pre
scription ensures that all cross sections are positive it does not
prevent wildly unphysical values near the peaks of strongly over
lapping resonances. For light and medium-weight nuclei this ap
proximation is therefore often unsatisfactory. Difficulties have
also been encountered in the interference minima (windows) of the
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total cross sections of structural materials and other light
nuclei (Figs. 1a, Id).

3.3 The Adler-Adler Approximation

The Adler-Adler approximation is obtained if one neglects in
Eq. (6) the energy dependence of all Lg, not just that for photon
and fission channels. Generalizing the s-wave formulae of Adler
and Adler [10] to arbi trary Q, one can do this in a symmetrical
way by taking

(23)

Diagonalization of the inverse level matrix yields then the
collision matrix in the form of a pole expansion,

Ucc ' (24)

where GAC =2PCgAC ' In contrast to the Kapur-Peierls parameters of
Eqs. (14), (15) the complex Adler-Adler parameters CA,gAC do not
depend on energy. The approximation (25) means essentially that
the energy dependence of level shifts and total widths in the re
sonance denominators is neglected. Therefore the Adler-Adler ap
proximation works very weIl for fissile nuclei, where r A ~

rAY + rAf ~ const, but not so weIl for light or medium-mass nuclei
for which r A ~ rAn = 2PQ,(E)Y~n (cf. Fig. I). Nevertheless it is
much better than the MLBW approximation.

A severe test for the accuracy of the various approximations,
especially with respect to unitarity, is the calculation of cap
ture cross sections as the difference (19) between total and scat
tering. For relatively light nuclei this is a small difference
between two large numbers so that small violations of unitarity
produce very big errors. Calculations for nuclei such as Na or
structural materials showed that the Reich-Moore approximation
gave results in excellent agreement with Eq. (20) whereas the MLBW
and Adler-Adler results were quite useless.

4. DOPPLER BROADENING OF MULTI-LEVEL CROSS SECTIONS

The Kapur-Peierls collision matrix (14) yields cross section
expressions which can be written in the concise form

(25)
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o
cc'

GI / 2GI / 2
AC AC'

GA
(26)

GI / 2GI / 2

where W ,(E~) <5 ,+i I ].le ].le'
ce ce E -c*].l ].l A

iG>J2 G2/4 i(E-E~)GA/2

1)JA+ ix A
A

(E-E~)2+G~/4
+

(E-E~)2+G~/4
,

E-€A

with GA :: -2Imc),! E' :: RecAA

(27)

(28)

(29)

The funetions 1)JA' XA are the symmetrie and asymmetrie Breit
Wigner line shapes. They eontain the main (resonanee-type) energy
dependenee, all other quantities vary slowly with energy. There
fore Doppler broadening with the usual Gaussian kernel requires
simply that 1)JA and XA be taken as the Voigt profiles

(30)

00

_I f
6;; _00

(E'-E')G /2A A

(E ' -E ' ) 2+G2 /4
A A

(31 )

where 6 = 14EkT!A is the Doppler-width (kT: Lamb-eorreeted tem
perature in energy units, A: target/projeetile mass ratio), cf.
[IJ. If we eonsider neutron cross seetions for speeifie reaetions
(total, (n,n),(n,f),(n,y), ..• ) rather than ·for speeifie ehannels
(e,e') we ean write, in the notation of Adler and Adler [JaJ,

I °eeEn
(32)

o
x

\' \' I \' I ((x) (x))
L L ° ,= - L - G, 1)J , - H'"I XA ' (x=n , y , f)

eEn e'ex ce !JE A VA A A A

(33)

where 0p is the potential-seattering cross seetion, G~X)/(!JEVA)
and HfX)/(!:Ev A) are sums over all eoeffieients of 1)JA and XA in
Eqs. (25) and (26), with VA :: GA/2 and IE eoming from ~2Pe. The
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level sums run over all contributing levels irrespective of JIT,
the spin factors gc being absorbed in the Adler-Adler coefficients
G~x). H~x).

Eqs. (32), (33) show that Doppler-broadened multi-level cross
sections can be calculated most conveniently with the Voigt pro
files if the Adler-Adler parameters EA=~A+ivA' G~x), H(x) are
available. In MLBW approximation one must use Eqs. (25~ and (26),
with GAC = r AC ' GA = r A (compare Eqs. (14) and (22)). This, how
ever, is time-consuming if many levels are to be included, because
double sums over levels must be calculated for 0cc' (over A in
Eq. (26), over ~ in Eq. (27)). The Voigt profiles cannot be used
directly with the Reich-Moore approximation. Of course, it is al
ways possible to convert a set of Reich-Moore parameters to Kapur
Peierls parameters at a given energy. For ~ = 0 this can be done
e. g. wi th the POLLA code [11J. More genera11y Wigner-Eisenbud
parameters can be converted to Kapur-Peierls parameters as follows
[12J. The collision matrix must be invariant under the correspond
ing change of boundary parameters (e.g. from Bc = -~ to B~ = Lc )'
This means (l-RLo)-lR = R', if R' denotes the Kapur-Peierls R
matrix corresponding to B~. with the abbreviations

one has

(l-K) -1 = 1+K' .

(34)

(35)

The Kapur-Peierls resonance energies are the complex poles
tA of R' and K', i.e. the solutions of

The residues of R' at the pole €A are

(36)

cof [l-K(~,)J .,
1\ CC

/1oLo, I K(E, ) ,cof [l-K(E:, )J ,
c c ,1\ CC 1\ CCC,C

(37)

where cof denotes the cofactor matrix (cofX
singular X), and

-1
X detX for non-

K(E) ,== rLol/2 ClR L01/2J
cc L ClE cc'

I YACY AC '

A (E
A

-E)2
(38)

Eqs. (37), (38) follow from Eq. (35) in the limit E+~, where
LO is considered as unaffected by the limiting process. Eq. (36)
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can be solved by iteration. Denoting the trace of a matrix by tr
we write

det(1-K) l-trK+F (39)

where -trK+F ~s the sum of det(-K) and all principal m~nors of
det (-K) (see e.g. [13J) ,

F = 0
F det(-K)
F det(-K)+tr cof(-K)
etc.

for 1 (elastic) channel
for 2 channels
for 3 channels

Next we write, ~n Wigner-Eisenbud representation,

1 L°'Y
2

t:, -if /2 6A-ifA/2
-trK(tA) - I I I fl fl (40)= + ,

E -E c flC E -E EA-Sfl fl A c fl:fA fl A

where the definition (21) ~s used. Insertion of (39) with (40) ~n

(36) yields

(41 )

This equation is readily solved by iteration, starting with
the rather plausible initial approximation CA ~ EA+6 A-if A/2. In
Reich-Moore approximation Efl must be replaced by EV-iffl'Y/ 2 , ffl by
ffl-ffl'Y everywhere. Once CA is known with sufficient accuracy one
can calculate the residues with Eq. (37). Fig. 2 shows natural
cross sections calculated from Reich-Moore parameters directly and
from the Kapur-Peierls cross section expressions (25) - (29) after
conversion of the Reich-Moore parameters according to Eqs. 37 
41. The relative differences were of order 10-4 for G'Y and of
order 10-5 for all other cross sections. One can use this pre
scription to establish, at each energy of a suitably chosen grid,
the Kapur-Peierls parameters and then calculate Doppler-broadened
cross sections with the Kapur-Peierls expressions (25) - (29) in
volving the Voigt profiles. This requires the same time as is
needed for a similar MLBW calculation plus the time needed for
parameter conversion at each energy. Test calculations showed that
about three times as much computer time is needed for Reich-Moore
cross sections as for MLBW cross sections [12J. Fortunately one
can reduce the time requirements for both Reich-Moore and MLBW
cross sections drastically (in fact to about those for SLBW cal
culation) if one does not insist on using the Voigt profiles. It
turns out that a method available for fast calculations of wand
X can be applied directly to multi-level cross sections.
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5. TURING'S METHOD FOR GAUSSIAN BROADENING
OF MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

Bhat and Lee-Whiting [14J showed that the Voigt profiles can
be calculated very fast with a method developed by Turing for
Gaussian broadening of meromorphic functions (functions with giv
en poles). It so happens that the combination ~ + iX represents
the simplest case of such a function, one single pole:

~+iX
1 ooJ -(E'-E)2/62 ir/2

dE'e E'-E +ir/261TI -00 0

with x -

iy
o

E'-E
6

2
00 -x

J dx _e_
x-z

-00 0

z
o

x +iy
o 0

E-E +ir/2
o

(42)

(43)

Ta calculate the integral ~n (42) Turing [15J considered the
contour integral (see Fig. 3)

2 _n2h2 2
-z

1
= 2rri ( I h

-zo p)J dz e e e
1 2rriz/h

--+
1 2rriz o/hz-z nh-z -2rri

C 0 -e n=-oo 0 -e

-oo+irr/h
J dz

oo+irr/h

2-z
e--+
z-z

o

-oo+irr/h
J dz

oo+irr/h

2-z
e
z-z

o

2rriz/h
e

1 2rriz/h-e

oo-irr/h
+ J dz

-oo-irr/h

2-z
e
z-z

o 1 2rriz/h-e
(44)

r 0' {--><fwhere P = ~ 1/2 l for y
L 1 J 0

n/h .

For Yo < 0 the path of integration for the first integral in
the last line can be shifted to the real axis. Furthermore, an
upper limit can be established for the absolute square of the last
two integrals (cf. [14J). The resul t is
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00

t/J+ix
n=-oo

ir/2
+E -E +ir/2

n 0

where oE = h'~, E E+noE,
n

(45 )

(46 )

(47)

-(Tf~/oE)2
e

(48)

The factor expt-(Tf~/oE)2J is extremely small for oE < ~. Ne
glecting F, Bhat and Lee-Whiting obtained accuracies of 10-7 or
better for t/J and X with oE/~ ~ 0.7. Eq. (45) shows then that
Turing's approximation is essentially a simple sum approximation
to the integral (sum term) plus a correction term which appears
only if the pole is narrow compared to the grid of the sum term
(P > 0 only if r/2 s Tf~2/oE). The grid in turn is to be taken as
somewhat smaller than the Doppler width. Moreover, even for rela
tively narrow poles the pole term can be neglected if the pole is
not close to E because of its proportionality to exp[-(E-Eo)2].
For essentially the same reason one needs only sum terms with
-5 ~ n ~ 5. Many group constant and resonance analysis codes cal
culate the Voigt profiles with this fast technique.

If one applies Turing's method to each term in the Kapur
Peierls cross section expressions (25), (26J one gets again a sum
approximation to the integral plus correction terms for narrow,
nearby poles, e.g.

N 2 2
/E ö (E) 1

I oE -(E -E) /~ !E o (E )~ -- e n E
c

~;; n=-N n c n

_(E_E,\)2/~2

+ Tf/E ICAGA
e

PA (49)
l_e-2TIi (E-c,,\)/oEA

where CA is the coefficient of t/JA+iXA in Eq. 25. Now the unbroad
ened cross section 0 c (En ) can be calculated directly with Eqs. 2,
3 and 18 from the unconverted Reich-Moore parameters. Since no
double sums are needed this calculation is about as fast as an
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SLBW calculation. The pole term, on the other hand, requires the
Kapur-Peierls parameters EA, GA' but because of the factor PA (cf.
Eq. (47» only for relatively narrow resonances, and only near
their peaks. In these narrow energy ranges one can neglect the
energy dependence of CA' GA and eA. It is therefore sufficient to
convert parameters and to calculate the coefficients CA at only
very few energies, namely at the formal resonance energies of the
narrow resonances, E~ = Re EA (Eq. (29». The time for calculation
of the sum terms and pole terms is essentially the same as in SLBW
calculations. The only additional time required is that for con
version to Kapur-Peierls parameters at few energies. For large
numbers of levels this is only a small fraction of the total time.
The Doppler width appearing as the natural mesh size in Turing's
method makes it very convenient for resonance shape fitting,

The same technique can be used for MLBW cross sections. In
this case the Kapur-Peierls parameters are simply CA = EA+6 A-ir A/2,
gAC = YAC ' and no conversion is needed at all. Thus the calcula
tion is practically as fast as an SLBW calculation, the time re
quired increasing linearly with the number of levels, whereas the
time required for a 0cc' calculation with the Voigt profiles in
creases quadratically with the number of levels because of the
double sum in Eq. (26).

The Gaussian broadening in Eqs. (30) and (31) is not quite
exact. For the free-gas model the exact kernel was given by
Solbrig Q6J. Formally it is identical to the Watt spectrum used
to describe fission neutron spectra D7J, i. e. to a Galileo
transformed Maxwellian spectrum. In terms of speeds one can write

00 2 2
v

2
ö I(V)

1 [ J _(Vi_V) /v
V,20 I (Vi) --- dv'e T

cc
vTITI

cc
-00

00

dv'e-(v'+v)2/v~-2 f 2
cc I (Vi) ] (50)Vi °

0

2 2
where E = mv /2, kT = MVT/2 (m: neutron mass, M: target-nuclear
mass). The second integral is negligible for E ~ 4kT/A, so that
above a few meV this is again a Gaussian convolution of
locc'-ucc' 12 for 0cc' (and of l-ReUcc for 0c) which can be calcu
lated with Turing's method, the poles being located at VA =
±/2cA/m. This approach is implemented in the newly developed
Doppler-broadening code DOBRO. Fig. 4 shows an example where a 3
channel Reich-Moore calculation, with 35 levels included explicit
ly, yielded a complete set of cross sections in 3.7 seconds.
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6. LEVEL-STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF DISTANT LEVELS

Modern evaluated files contain parameters for hundreds of
levels. Such large numbers suggest a level-statistical treatment
of the more distant levels as an additional means to speed up the
calculations. The easiest and most direct way to do this is to
split the R-matrix into a local and a distant-Ievel term,

Rcc'
o

R ,+
CC

I YAcYAC'

'=1 E,-E-ir, /2
1\ 1\ 1\'I

(51 )

and to replace the sumsin R~c' by integrals,

YAcY Ac '
E -E-ir /2

A Ay

-co

E+I/2
- _J

E-I/2

) dE' E'-E+ir/2

;--(E'-E)2+r2/4
c Y

(52)

Here E and I are midpoint and length of the interval con
!aining the A local levels, Dc is the average lev~l spacing and
r y the average radiation width~ Since (E'-E)2 » r~/4 for the
d~stant levels we can neglect r~/4 in the last expression. More
over we can neglect the off-diagonal elements of (YcYc') because
of the random signs of the Yc ' Finally we can introduce the usual
definitions of the pole strength Sc and the distant-Ievel function
Rco , .

s
c

co
R

c

co

~ dE'
-co

s (E')
c
E'-E

(53) (54)

where ~ denotes Cauchy's principal value. With all this we obtain
the final expression

R
cc'

[ CO, E-E
+ Rc + 2s c artanh 1/2 + (55)

In many cases R~ and Sc vary little between E-I/2 and E+I/2
so that one can treat them as adjustable constants which can be
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determined simultaneously with the EA and YAC in a shape fit to
resonance data in this interval. On the other hand they can be ob
tained from an optical-model calculation. Thus resonance fits can
provide a check on differing optical-model calculations. For a
large number of structural-material isotopes effective radii, R~ =
(I-~)ac' were obtained from fits to transmission data. Fig. 5
shows one of the fits. The effective radii thus obtainedare con
sistent with a coupled-channel calculation but not with a spheri
cal optical model as shown in Fig. 6.

Johnson and Winters [18J went even further. They actually
determined optical-model potentials for s- and p-wave neutrons
interacting with 32S from detailed shape analysis of transmission
data. Subtracting the local resonance terms from Rcc they obtained
the distant-level R-functions shown in Fig. 7. The artanh behavior
(cf. Eq. (55)) is clearly seen.

This level-statistical description of the distant-level part
of the R-matrix is more convenient than the use of dummy levels
outside the range E-I/2 E+I/2 or of expansions of the type
RO = A(E-E) + B(E-E)2 + It utilizes only two parameters with a
clear meaning, R~ and sc' both of which can be obtained from an
optical model and then refined in a shape fit. Furthermore, the
potential-scattering parameters R~ and Sc are quite insensitive to
extensions of the range of parametrization (inclusion of more res
onances), in contrastto dummy levels. Nevertheless, since the
purely statistical treatment of distant levels may be inadequate
if untypicallY weak or strong levels are located just outside the
interval E-I/2 ... E+I/2, it is good practice to include such
"nearby" levels explicitly in the sum in Eq. (55) whenever
possible.

7. DISCRETE BOUND LEVELS

An example of the nearby levels just mentioned are levels
just below the elastic threshold (E A < 0). In most cases one bound
level per spin state is enough for a good description of low
energy, e.g. thermal, cross sections, provided the level-statisti
cal term of Eq. (55) is employed for all more distant bound (and
distant unbound) levels. At sufficiently low energies cross sec
tions with ~ ~ 1 are negligible. For ~ = 0 one has

U
cc

I+ik a R= e-2ikcac c c cc
I-ik a R

c c cc
(56)

with Rcc given by Eq. (55), if only elastic scattering and radia
tive capture are energetically possible. Assuming that one bound
level suffices one can solve Eq. (56) for the corresponding sum
term in_Rcc . With kcacYXc = r An /2, acR~ = a-R~ and 2kcacsc =
solE7Tev one gets for A discrete unbound levels and 1 bound level
with parameters E , r , r

o n Y
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E -E-if /2
A Ay

-
Assuming all EA, fAn' fAy as weIl as R~, So and f y to be

known and calculating Ucc from the cross sections 0c and 0cc =
oc-ocY at some low energy E (e.g. 0.0253 eV), via

(57)

Re U
cc

1 -
°c

2
2'TT:\' g

c c

(58)

Im U
cc

±
o
cc'
2

'TT7\ g
c c

-C,:~g r
c c

(59)

(cf. Eqs. (I) and (2» one can evaluate the right-hand side of Eq.
(57). Equating the result, 6cc say, to the left-hand side and sep
arating real and imaginary parts one finds eventually

Im 6 f
-E -E cc J.+

0 Re 6 2
cc

f [6 [2 f
n cc y
-= - ---- T2 Re 6

cc

(60)

(61 )

with only two equations for the three unknowns Eo , f n , f y we
can choose one of them arbitrarily and then calculate the others.
The approximate constancy of the radiation widths from_level to
level suggests to take f y as the mean radiation width f y obtained
from the A discrete unbound levels. The sign ambiguity in Eq. (59)
is due to the fact that the cross sections depend on Re Ucc and
lucc l2. Usually the positive sign can be discarded immediately be
cause it yields Eo > 0 contrary to the assumption of abound level.
Note that in Eqs. (57) and (61) all neutron widths are to be cal
culated at the energy E by

(62)
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(including that for the bound level, A = 0).
Eqs. (60) and (61) are a good approximation also for ther

mally fissile nuclei for which one finds an additional approximate
equation for the fission width of the bound level,

with

I ~ 1

2
fcf y

Re ~ 2ce

11

I
A=I

(63)

, (64)

and 0 c f being the fission cross section for entrance channel c at
energy E.

If, for target nuclei with nonzero spin, the level spins are
unknown, and only gfn is known for unbound levels instead of g and
f n separately, one obtains the prescription

Im ~ f
-E -E + nn y

0 Re ~ 2nn

gf I ~ 1
2 f

n nn -l-- =2 Re ~ 2
,

nn

gff I~ 1
2 f

nf' y
-- = T ,

2 Re ~nn

with

W -1 11 igAf An/2
~

nn l: - ik(a-R')
nn W +1 E -E-if /2

nn A=l A A
y

(J; - f /1. E E-E s(1; y
~So leV artanh 1/2 + o leV E-E 2 ,

1- 1/2

0
f

11 g/ Anf H/4
s~

ff/I
~nf Tf~2 - I

(E -E)2+f 2/4
o leV E-~ 2 ,

A=l I- mA A

and

W e
2ika

[1 - _0 _ i f (2ka )2_(_o)2J .nn 2Tf~2 coh 2nk2

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

(69)

(70)
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The directly observable total and fission cross sections at
energy E are weighted sums over the two s-wave spins, ° = kcgcOc.
0f = Lcgcocf. The total widths are to be approximated by f A ~

fAf + f A + 2gAf An . The same effective radii R' and strength func
tions soYwere assumed for both spin states, as in Eq. (57), and
the channel subscript c was dropped for *c and kc ' Furthermore we
used the relationship between the coherent scattering length acoh
and the elastic cross sections for each spin state, acoh =
Lc/gcocc/4TI. Specialization to one spin_state (I = 0 or gA = gc)
or to nonfissile nuclei (of = 0, fAf = ff = 0) leads to the pre
scriptions given above.

It is found that the bound-level parameters found with this
prescription are usually quite adequate to reproduce all measured
partial cross sections not only at the chosen (e.g. thermal)
energy but over the whole low-energy range. The lower limit of the
range of explicitlY given resonances can be tak§n e.g. as two mean
level spacings below the lowest unbound level, E-I/2 = EI-2D, or
one level spacing below the neutron threshold, E-I/2 = -D. Some
times it is necessary to shift it towards lower energies to get
consistent results (E-I/2 < Eo < 0) but in general the calculated
cross sections are not sensitive to the exact choice. Figs. 8 and
9 show low-energy cross sections obtained with this method for
241Am with one bound level. The fit to the measured data is quite
comparable to that in [18J where no less than 5 bound levels were
used.

8. MODERN PROCEDURES IN RESONANCE ANALYSIS

This last section is devoted to the more general problem of
non-linear parameter estimation as encountered in resonance analy
sis of neutron data. As more and better shape analysis codes be
come operational (see [IJ and [2J) area analysis methods are
phased out. It is not true that shape analysis fails and must be
replaced by area analysis if instrumental resolution is bad. as is
often stated. Actually shape analysis is always more convenient
because it can deal with many resonances simultaneously, and with
a reasonable description of the resolution function its results
are not inferior but most of the time superior to area analysis
results. It is just the case of only partially resolved multiplets
where shape analysis, treating all components simultaneously,
gives better results more rapidly than area analysis, where diffi
cult wing corrections must be applied to each component and often
several iterations are required to get the final results for the
whole multiplet.

So far shape analysis codes employed whatmay be called
primitive least-squares techniques: (I) correlations among data
points, due e.g. to common background subtraction or normaliza
tion, are neglected, (2) prior knowledge about the cross section
parameters is used at best in a very limited way, namely to fix
first guesses for the iteration procedure which in general is re-
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quired because of the nonlinearity of the mathematical model (R
matrix theory). Parameter estimation was thus based essentially
on the data in hand and the resulting parameters had to be com
bined with the prior knowledge after the fit by some kind of
weighted averaging.

A more rigorous and convenient approach consists in (1) using
the full uncertainty information including correlated errors and
(2) in combining prior information with the new information con
tained in the da ta to be fitted by means of Bayes' theorem and
and then to search for the most probable parameters. Consider

- observables Yi' i =
- parameters x~. ~

- a model y = y(x)

1. 2.
1. 2.

I (e.g. transmissions)
M (cross section parameters)

(R-matrix theory)

where y = (YI' Y2 •... YI). x = (xl. x2 •..• xM) are vectors in
the da ta and parameter spaces. respectively. and I > M. Suppose

(a) that even before the data Yi became available one had some
prior knowledge about the parameters x~. namely estimates ~

and correlated errors M~v (or at least variances M~~). so t~at
the probability for x to be the true value, given ~, can be
taken as

(71 )

+where denotes the transpose;

(b) that a new measurement yielded values ni and correlated errors
Vik for the observables Yi. so that the likelihood to obtain
these values provided the true parameter vectoris x. can be
taken as

[
1 + -1 ]p(nIY) cr exp - Z(n-y(x)) V (n-y(x)) . (72)

The assumption of multi-variate Gaussians in (71) and (72) is
an approximation which may fail for large distances Ix-~I and )n-y(x))
but for 5mall distances it is expected to be reason~ble and in any
case sufficient for parameter estimation purposes.

One can now combine the prior probability (71) and the like
lihood (72) by means of Bayes' theorem to get the probability den
sity function for x, given the data n and the prior estimates ~.

p(xl~n) cr p(nlx)p(xl~)

[
1 + -1 1 + -1

cr exp - Z(x-~) M (x-~)- Z(n-y(x)) V (n-y(x))]. (73)
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The most probable vector x ~s the one that minimizes the ex
ponent,

+ -) + -) 2
(x-~) M (x-~)+(n-y(x)) V (n-y(x)) - X m~n (74 )

We shall consider this particular parameter vector as the
improved estimate and call it ~'. Note that without prior know
ledge M-) ,and thus the first term,vanishes. Neglecting then also
the off-diagonal elements of V-I one gets the starting condition
for primitive least-squares fitting as used in conventional shape
analysis of nuclear resonance data.

The condition (74) is equivalent to

-) • +-)
M (x-~)-y(x) V (n-y(x)) = 0

where y is the rectangular matrix of sensitivity coefficients,

Cly.
~

Clx
1.1

(75)

(76)

Eq. (75) is easily solved for x if y is a linear function of
x. In nuclear resonance work, however, y(x) is nonlinear and one
must iterate, for instance with the Newton-Raphson method (in M
dimensions). Starting with the prior most probable values. xo = ~,

one finds after n steps

x =n+) 0_)· +-). J- 1• +-)[ • ]
~+ M +y(x) V y(x) y(x) V n-y(x )-y(x )(~-x )n n n n n n

and finally the new estimate

(77)

The new correlated errors are ohtained as follows. We con
sider a small domain around x = Xoo = ~' where y(x) can be consid
ered to be linear. Then the right-hand side of (73) reduces to a
product of two multivariate Gaussians which is equivalent to an
other multivariate Gaussian with the most probable value x = ~'

and correlated errors given by

-) -). + -).
M' = M +y(x) V y(x) (78)

00 00

In practice, of course, one does not need infinitely many
iterative steps as the notation Xoo implies. Usually half a dozen
steps or less are quite enough.
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Sometimes it is better to write everything in terms of the
covariance matrices M and V instead of their inverses. For in
stance, a common (systematic) background uncertainty in the data,
oni = b, leads to Vik = onionk = b2 . The matrix V is then sin
gular and V-I is undefined. It can be shown that Eqs. (77) and
(78) are equivalent to

• +[. • +J- I •M' = M-My(x) V+y(x )My(x) y(x )M •
00 00 00 00

(79)

(80)

The pairs of equations (77), (78) and (79), (80) showexplic
itly how the prior estimates and uncertainties ~, Mare updated
by new data n,V so that the new (posterior) estimates and uncer
tainties are ~',M'. The minus sign in Eq. (80) corresponds to the
reduction of the uncertainties by the new data. The change of the
estimates and the reduction of the uncertainties is seen to be
small if the sensitivity coefficients Yi~ are small and vice
versa.

This iterative least-squares approach with full account of
parameter and data correlations and of prior information is im
plemented in the shape analysis code SAMMY that is being developed
at ORNL by F. Perey and Nancy Larson. So far the code, which
uses the Reich-Moore formalism, works for transmission data. An
extension to capture data is under development. Even in its pres
ent state the code has clearly shown the advantage of including
the prior probability (71). This allows mathematically straight
forward incorporation of prior knowledge in the fit procedure and
at the same time constrains the parameter search tq a reasonable
domain in a smooth way, avoiding the problems of sharp limits
typical for linear programming. Moreover, uncorrelated portions
of the data can be analyzed successively in separate runs, proper
transfer of the accumulated information from one run to the next
being ensured.

9. CONCLUSIONS

A short characterization of the practically available multi
level formalisms was given. The fact that the Reich-Moore forma
lism can be considered as automatically ensuring unitarity of the
collision matrix makes it universally applicable to light and
heavy nuclei, with weakly or strongly overlapping levels, near
thresholds, transmission windows and resonance peaks. Actually
most modern shape fitting codes use variants of the Reich-Moore
formalism. The Adler-Adler representation does not automatically
guarantee unitarity unless obtained by conversion from Reich-Moore
parameters. As it neglects the energy dependence of total widths
it leads to errors for light and medium-weight nuclei, especially
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near thresholds. The MLBW approximation is definitely non-unitary
and in case of strong level overlap, near cross section peaks and
minima often necessitates large corrections. In the ENDF file
these are given as a "smooth" cross section component which, how
ever, is often not smooth at all.

Doppler broadening can be calculated by means of the Voigt
profiles. This is very fast with Adler-Adler parameters (time pro
portional to number of resonances), slow with MLBW and Reich-Moore
parameters (time proportional to squared number of resonances,
with additional time needed for conversion to Kapur-Peierls form
at each energy in case of Reich-Moore parameters). A new prescrip
tion, however, yields Doppler-broadened Reich-Moore and MLBW cross
sections about equally fast as Adler-Adler cross sections. The
trick is to apply Turing's method for Gaussian broadening to the
multi-level cross section expressions directly rather than to the
zero-temperature Voigt profiles. The necessity to convert Reich
Moore parameters to Kapur-Peierls parameters is then reduced to
the resonance energies of narrow levels instead of all energies.
In view of these developments it appears appropriate to reconsider
the question whether Reich-Moore parameters should not be read
mitted to the ENDF/B file.

Further recent developments in resonance cross section work
concern the representation of distant levels. It is found that a
level-statistical treatment of the distant-level part of the R
matrix, involving strength functions and effective radii either as
fit parameters or as quantities obtained from optical-model calcu
lations, is the most rigorous and convenient way to deal with edge
effects in resonance fits. This approach can also be used to de
termine the parameters of representative bound levels from those
of discrete unbound and distant bound and unbound levels and from
the thermal cross sections.

Finally attention was drawn to the possibility to improve
existing shape analysis codes by allowing for correlated da ta
errors and by formalized inclusion of prior information by means
of Bayes' theorem.
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